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Request An Appointment







Select a DayMon
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Select a TimeMorning
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New Patient? Yes No
Please Select Time




Please fill all the fields.
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 Crafting the Smile of Your Dreams 
Our team is devoted to helping you during every step of your treatment so you can achieve the smile you have always dreamed of. We invite you to visit Rittenhouse Dental Group, where you will be greeted with wholesome and uplifting care!
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      ZOOM® WHITENING ONLY $399
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        RITTENHOUSE DENTAL GROUP

        YOUR DENTIST IN PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA

        
          Dr. Jian Huang is delighted to provide quality dental care to the local community. As a well-established dentist in the
          area, Dr. Huang strives to always meet the needs of our patients and
          exceed their expectations. We welcome you to visit our dentist and learn how we can help you improve your smile!
        

        
       At Rittenhouse Dental Group, our goal is to ensure that every patient feels as comfortable as possible. Dr. Jian Huang's team can accommodate Spanish and Mandarin speaking patients — let us know if one of these is your preferred language and we will be more than happy to oblige!


        
          Call Today
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          GENERAL CARE

          
            We offer several comprehensive treatments so you can receive proper
            care for all your basic oral health requests!
          

          Learn More
        

      

      
        
          Preventive Care

          
            With proper care at the right time, we can help keep your smile in
            optimal condition for a lifetime! Call today to learn more!
          

          Learn More
        

      

      
        
          Cosmetic Treatments

          
            Our dentist and team take pride in delivering professional cosmetic
            dentistry so you can achieve a newer, more transformed smile.
          

          Learn More
        

      

      
        
          Invisalign®

          
            Are you hoping to align your teeth and feel more confident in your
            smile? Our dentist can provide you Invisalign® clear aligners!
          

          Learn More
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                      Never had the best luck with my oral hygiene. Things that
                      are completely out of my control. So when it comes to
                      dentist I spare no cost and only go with the best.
                      Rittenhouse Dental Group makes everything easy.
                      Conveniently located in Rittenhouse sq section in Center
                      City you’ll never have to look at another dentist again.
                    

                    
                      Chris
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                      I highly recommend this dentist! The staff is extremely
                      friendly and the Dentist and dental assistants make you
                      feel comfortable. Making appointments is also very
                      convenient. They send you text reminders so you never
                      forget your appointment and they are very flexible with
                      their schedule.
                    

                    
                      Ryan Lee
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                      Dr. Huang and her staff are professional and always
                      welcoming. They are consistent with outreaching to
                      schedule and sending texts and calling to remind me about
                      my appointments. All of the check-ups and procedures have
                      been quick and pain free. I highly recommend her to anyone
                      looking for a dentist.
                    

                    
                      Gerard H.
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                      I have had quite a few procedures completed with Dr. Huang
                      during the past few months. I had a front bridge, two
                      crown replacements and a deep scaling/cleaning, and each
                      procedure went smoothly and pain free. I have also had a
                      whitening that I was happy with. My spouse has had crowns
                      replaced and at times the fit was adjusted 2-3 times so it
                      was perfect. Dr. Huang has patiently worked with my
                      insurance company, to my benefit. I highly recommend this
                      office!
                    

                    

                      Scott T.
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Contact Us
Dentist@rittenhousedentist.com
(215) 546-2311
 255 S. 17TH ST., STE. 2807, 
Philadelphia
    

First Name*
E-mail*
Phone*
Subject*
Message*
 I understand, accept, and agree that this form should not be used to send private health information as it is not transferred via secure messaging. All warranties and conditions with regard to the privacy and confidentiality of information being sent are disclaimed.Please Check Terms and condition



SUBMITPlease fill all the fields.








Great!
Your contact details have been successfully received.
Done





Something went wrong
Close









Directions



Location
255 S. 17TH ST., STE. 2807 
Philadelphia
Phone : (215) 546-2311 Email : Dentist@rittenhousedentist.com
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Office Hours
MON 9:00 am - 6:00 pm
TUE 9:00 am - 4:30 pm
WED 9:00 am - 6:00 pm
THU 9:00 am - 4:30 pm
FRI - SUN Closed
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$399.99 Zoom Teeth Whitening Treatment!

             This advanced teeth whitening technology can give you brighter and whiter teeth in just one visit. We are offering Invisalign treatment for patients who have already started their cases with Smile Direct Club. Don't miss out on finishing your treatment!  

 
Call us to make an AppointmentRequest an Appointment
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